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Relaxing stay & Fitness Holidays
 Day 1: Arrival in Ajaccio and transfer to the Ese plateau (about 1h / 1h30) and loop through enchanting beech forest until 
the pozzines, lawns of thousand water holes, back through Scaldasole and to the station. + / - 550m - 5h. Transfer to 
Vizzavona(about 2 hours), overnight in a guest room in a mansion. 

Day 2: Path of the lost Woman: beautiful hike through the beech forest of Vizzavona, renowned for its lung benefits, 
mounted statue stones of the Madonuccia and descent of the sheep with nice pozzi view of Monte D'Oro Moraine, passage 
fort of Vizzavona and the famous waterfall English to end the day right on the water! hiking embellished the legend of the 
Madonuccia and that of the Monte d'Oro: +/- 600m max - 5 hours. Night in a guest room in a mansion. 

Day 3: Transfer to Col San Petru above Zicavu (about 1:30): Loop on Cuscione between sheep and columbines: +/- 300 to 
700m: 5h - hot baths Guitera and transfer to Serra di Scopamène: night in a guest room. 

Day 4: loop above the village of Serra di Scopamène overlooking the dam, Bavella and Alcudine, through the villages of the 
Alta Rocca, exploring the built heritage between mill washhouse, fountains and chapel +/- 700m (6h) Overnight in guest 
room. 

Day 5: Transfer to the Col de Bavella: The geological curiosities Bavella: excavations and minarets and Calanca Murata with 
a steep climb to the summit walled, walking techniques to access U hole known as Compuleddu hole behalf of the bomb and 
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views down to the southernmost + / - 600m. 5h. Night in a studio with bathroom Caldane. 

Day 6: Visit the archaeological site of Cuccuruzzu and down to the village of Sainte Lucie de Tallano, visit the olive oil mill, 
tasting, cellar tour and swimming Fiumiccicoli of the sulfur baths Caldane . Relaxation and pilates. Night in a studio of 4 
people. 

Day 7: Tour du Lion Roccapina: Exploring strange petrified animals ... an immersion in the heart of the Corsican tafonis, real 
sculptures of granite with a beautiful loop in the Corsican maquis linking beaches on the 2 sides of the Lion, a passage at the 
foot of the Genoese tower, a technical descent and a swim at the key deserved + visit to the Casa di Roccapina a cultural 
break on a high place of pastoralism and Corsica Geology + / - 300m - 5 to 7 hours. Night in studio 4 people. 

Day 8: Transfer and loop Campomoro: Depart Beach Campomoro, passing at the foot of the Genoese and cultural tour 
around for a view of the Gulf of Valinco, mounted Aghja and the descent along the coast with swimming +/- 150m - 5 hours. 
Back to Ajaccio in the afternoon. 

Price stay 8 days: 1040 euros  

Includes half - in guest room and board studio 4 people with type meals family mountain food, picnics for lunch in nature, 
decorated with typical local products, coaching and organizing the trip accompanied by a professional state-certified, Transfer
vehicles and indicated the backpacks, food of race (traditional cakes: canistrelli and dried fruit). 

Not included: the journey Continent / Corsica and transportation to the meeting point and the starting point dispersion, 
beverages and personal expenses, cancellation insurance / repatriation your hiking equipment. 

Difficulty of stay: easy, a bit difficult 

Portage backpack with business for the day and picnic lunch. 

Luggage is transported by car every 2 or 3 days. 

Transfers: mini bus or car. 

Group: 8 to 16 people 
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